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(54) ENHANCED EMERGENCY CALL ROUTING USING AN IN-VEHICLE SYSTEM

(57) The present invention relates to a method for an
enhanced emergency call routing using an in-vehicle sys-
tem in a country or a geographic region within a country
being part of the coverage area of a mobile communica-
tion network, the mobile communication network having
an access network,
wherein - in case that an emergency situation is detected
by the in-vehicle system (20) or communicated to the
in-vehicle system (20), requiring an emergency call - the
in-vehicle system (20) is able to connect to the access
network (110) and to initiate an emergency call by means
of at least
-- initiating a regulatory mandated eCall emergency call,
the regulatory mandated eCall emergency call using an
emergency services number, being directed to a public
safety answering point, and having or carrying an emer-
gency call indication, or
-- initiating a voice emergency call, the voice emergency
call using a emergency services number and being di-
rected to a public safety answering point, or
-- initiating an assistance voice call, the assistant voice
call being a normal voice call directed to a predefined
call-center which is responsible for the emergency
situation , wherein the method comprises the following

steps:
-- in a first step, an initial detection of the emergency
situation is performed, wherein the initial detection of the
emergency situation either is or relates to an emergency
situation of a first type, generally necessitating or trigger-
ing a regulatory mandated eCall emergency call, or to an
emergency situation of a second type, generally neces-
sitating or triggering a assistance voice call to a dedicated
call-center,
-- in a second step, subsequent to the first step, an ad-
ditional analysis of the emergency situation is performed
based on pieces of information available to the in-vehicle
system, wherein - in case that initially an emergency sit-
uation of the first type is detected - either a regulatory
mandated voice emergency call or a assistance voice
call to a dedicated call center is initiated or performed by
the in-vehicle system, and wherein - in case that initially
an emergency situation of the second type is detected -
either a regulatory mandated eCall emergency call or a
regulatory mandated voice emergency call is initiated or
performed by the in-vehicle system.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present invention relates a method for an
enhanced emergency call routing using an in-vehicle sys-
tem in a country or a geographic region within a country
being part of the coverage area of a mobile communica-
tion network, wherein the in-vehicle system is able to
initiate an emergency call in a situation of a serious threat
for people, things or animals by means of at least initiating
a regulatory mandated eCall emergency call, a voice
emergency call, or an assistance voice call.
[0002] Furthermore, the present invention relates to an
in-vehicle system for an enhanced emergency call rout-
ing using an in-vehicle system in a country or a geograph-
ic region within a country being part of the coverage area
of a mobile communication network, wherein the in-ve-
hicle system is able to initiate an emergency call in a
situation of a serious threat for people, things or animals
by means of at least initiating a regulatory mandated
eCall emergency call, a voice emergency call, or an as-
sistance voice call.
[0003] Additionally, the present invention relates to a
user equipment being used in or in connection with a
vehicle, both the user equipment together with the vehicle
forming an in-vehicle system for an enhanced emergency
call routing using an in-vehicle system in a country or a
geographic region within a country being part of the cov-
erage area of a mobile communication network, wherein
the in-vehicle system is able to initiate an emergency call
in a situation of a serious threat for people, things or an-
imals by means of at least initiating a regulatory mandat-
ed eCall emergency call, a voice emergency call, or an
assistance voice call.
[0004] Furthermore, the present invention relates to a
program and to a computer program product for an en-
hanced emergency call routing using an in-vehicle sys-
tem in a country or a geographic region within a country.
[0005] The term eCall refers to a European initiative
intended to bring early assistance to road users espe-
cially involved in a collision anywhere in the European
Union. Nowadays, eCall is a mandatory feature in all new
cars sold in the European Union.
[0006] Emergency call routing is determined by nation-
al and/or supranational (e.g. EU) regulation; hence, it is
essential, e.g. for an operator of a mobile network and/or
for a car manufacturer, to correctly handle and fulfil the
corresponding regulations.
[0007] Typically, in a vehicle, there are different options
how to handle an emergency call, or a call in response
to a situation that might require an emergency call, or
might be considered being an emergency situation.
[0008] Especially in order to comply with regulatory re-
quirements and/or restrictions, technical systems such
as vehicles are often configured such that the decision
which type of call or emergency call is to be invoked or
initiated and/or which type of response or action is to be

taken is taken at the recipient side of the call or emer-
gency call, hence involving a recipient-based routing
analysis, which - at least in some cases - results in the
call not being routed to the most appropriate end point
capable to handle the call.

SUMMARY

[0009] An object of the present invention is to provide
an effective and simple solution such that an in-vehicle
system (or a user equipment being used in or in connec-
tion with a vehicle such that the user equipment together
with the vehicle are forming an in-vehicle system) is able
to be built, provided as well as used in a more effective
manner while nevertheless complying with all national or
regional regulatory requirements, especially regarding
the implementation of emergency-related or non-emer-
gency-related communication needs, of either the road
users or passengers of vehicles involved or regarding,
e.g. configurations, updates and/or malfunctions of the
vehicle itself.
[0010] The object of the present invention is achieved
by a method for an enhanced emergency call routing
using an in-vehicle system in a country or a geographic
region within a country being part of the coverage area
of a mobile communication network, the mobile commu-
nication network having an access network,
wherein - in case that an emergency situation is detected
by the in-vehicle system or communicated to the in-ve-
hicle system, requiring an emergency call - the in-vehicle
system is able to connect to the access network and to
initiate an emergency call by means of at least

-- initiating a regulatory mandated eCall emergency
call, the regulatory mandated eCall emergency call
using an emergency services number, being direct-
ed to a public safety answering point, and having or
carrying an emergency call indication, or
-- initiating a voice emergency call, the voice emer-
gency call using a emergency services number and
being directed to a public safety answering point, or
-- initiating an assistance voice call, the assistant
voice call being a normal voice call directed to a pre-
defined call-center which is responsible for the emer-
gency situation, wherein the method comprises the
following steps:
-- in a first step, an initial detection of the emergency
situation is performed, wherein the initial detection
of the emergency situation either is or relates to an
emergency situation of a first type, generally neces-
sitating or triggering a regulatory mandated eCall
emergency call, or to an emergency situation of a
second type, generally necessitating or triggering a
assistance voice call to a dedicated call-center,
-- in a second step, subsequent to the first step, an
additional analysis of the emergency situation is per-
formed based on pieces of information available to
the in-vehicle system, wherein - in case that initially
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an emergency situation of the first type is detected
- either a regulatory mandated voice emergency call
or a assistance voice call to a dedicated call center
is initiated or performed by the in-vehicle system,
and wherein - in case that initially an emergency sit-
uation of the second type is detected - either a reg-
ulatory mandated eCall emergency call or a regula-
tory mandated voice emergency call is initiated or
performed by the in-vehicle system.

[0011] According to the present invention, it is advan-
tageously possible that the behavior of the in-vehicle sys-
tem can be optimized, especially in view of providing as-
sistance to the persons related to the in-vehicle system
in a more effective manner by means of using locally (at
the in-vehicle system and/or at the vehicle) available in-
formation in order to optimize the routing of the call or
emergency call (or, more generally, the reaction to a sit-
uation that might require an emergency call, or might be
considered being an emergency situation).
[0012] According to conventionally known emergency
call procedures, mobile phones usually have a certain
number of emergency numbers (such as, e.g., 112, 999
and 911) as pre-programmed emergency numbers, and
in case such numbers are dialed, the calls have priority
over normal calls and are subject to privileged handling
and routing. Additionally, contain country-specific emer-
gency numbers (e.g. stored within the mobile device or
provided to the mobile device, e.g. by the local network
the mobile device is roaming in) are able to complete the
list of well-known emergency numbers. While eCall, as
a further development of traditional voice calls, is based
on the well-established emergency numbers (112, 999
and 911), a further distinction between traditional voice
emergency calls and eCalls is necessary. The separation
of eCalls from traditional voice emergency calls (which
are both based on the same emergency numbers) is in-
tended to be handled by the network receiving the call.
However, it cannot be assumed, or assured in any case,
that the network receiving the call is capable to route the
call to the most appropriate destination. Hence, while the
preprogramed list of emergency numbers on or available
to the mobile device were designed to suit the require-
ments traditional voice emergency calls but are not nec-
essarily tailored to the requirements of handling eCalls,
the present invention proposes to optimize the overall
emergency call / eCall system behavior compared to a
routing analysis that is purely network-based or recipient-
based: Network-based or recipient-based routing analy-
sis may be impeded or even not feasible, e.g., due to

-- local regulation (e.g. in case such local regulation
does not mandatorily requires eCalls) and/or
-- in case that the appropriate public safety answer-
ing point cannot be identified by the call center (as
the call center could be anywhere, even outside the
country or region, hence, the call center might not
be in proximity to the emergency situation or in-ve-

hicle system in an emergency situation) and/or
-- the benefits common for emergency calls (pre-
emption, priority over other calls, CLI presentation
etc.) are not available towards the PSAP.

[0013] According to the present invention, a method
for an enhanced emergency call routing using an in-ve-
hicle system is provided. The in-vehicle system is used
in a country (or a geographic region within a country)
being part of the coverage area of a mobile communica-
tion network. The mobile communication network com-
prises an access network (and typically a core network),
and - in case that an emergency situation is detected by
the in-vehicle system or communicated to the in-vehicle
system, requiring an emergency call - the in-vehicle sys-
tem is able to connect to the access network and to initiate
an emergency call (i.e. the in-vehicle system is able to
initiate an emergency call in a situation of a serious threat
for people, things or animals, or, at least, in a situation
that is, at least initially, detected to correspond to such
an emergency situation).
[0014] According to the present invention, the in-vehi-
cle system is able to connect to the access network by
means of initiating

-- a regulatory mandated eCall emergency call,
-- or a voice emergency call,
-- or an assistance voice call.

In such a regulatory mandated eCall emergency call, an
emergency services number is used, and such a call is
directed to a public safety answering point, as well as
has or carries an emergency call indication.
Furthermore, such a voice emergency call, likewise uses
an emergency services number and is directed to a public
safety answering point.
Furthermore, such an assistance voice call is a normal
voice call directed to a predefined call-center which is
responsible for the emergency situation.
[0015] According to the present invention, an in-vehi-
cle system-based call routing (or eCall routing) optimiza-
tion (based on the locally available data, analysis and
assessment) is performed. This means that the optimal
type of call or optimal call routing is performed (or the
optimal call type selected) by a decision logic that is either
part of the in-vehicle system itself or at least connected
to the in-vehicle system (especially as part of the vehicle).
Hence, in case that the in-vehicle system detects an
emergency situation of a first type (generally necessitat-
ing or triggering a regulatory mandated eCall emergency
call), or to an emergency situation of a second type (gen-
erally necessitating or triggering (only) an assistance
voice call to a dedicated call-center), typically the corre-
sponding call types are selected, i.e. in case that a first
type emergency situation is detected, a and in case that
a second type emergency situation is detected, a ...
This is especially true in case that the detection of the
first or second type emergency situation is permanent,
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i.e. in case the in-vehicle system permanently detects
such a first type emergency situation and all available
information and/or data are directing or hinting in the
same direction of the current situation being or corre-
sponding either to a first type emergency situation or to
a second type emergency situation. I.e., in case a first
type emergency situation is permanently detected by the
in-vehicle system, especially a regulatory mandated
eCall emergency call is triggered or initiated, and in case
a second type emergency situation is permanently de-
tected by the in-vehicle system, especially (only) an as-
sistance voice call to a dedicated call-center is triggered
or initiated. However, according to the present invention,
the in-vehicle system-based call routing (or eCall routing)
optimization - being based on the locally available data,
analysis and assessment - additionally also comprises
that an initial detection of the emergency situation can
be revised or changed, based on the locally available
data within the in-vehicle system or the vehicle. Hence,
according to the present invention the method comprises
the following steps:

-- in a first step, an initial detection of the emergency
situation is performed, wherein the initial detection
of the emergency situation either is or relates to an
emergency situation of a first type, generally neces-
sitating or triggering a regulatory mandated eCall
emergency call, or to an emergency situation of a
second type, generally necessitating or triggering a
assistance voice call to a dedicated call-center,
-- in a second step, subsequent to the first step, an
additional analysis of the emergency situation is per-
formed based on pieces of information available to
the in-vehicle system, wherein - in case that initially
an emergency situation of the first type is detected
- either a regulatory mandated voice emergency call
or a assistance voice call to a dedicated call center
is initiated or performed by the in-vehicle system,
and wherein - in case that initially an emergency sit-
uation of the second type is detected - either a reg-
ulatory mandated eCall emergency call or a regula-
tory mandated voice emergency call is initiated or
performed by the in-vehicle system.

[0016] It is thereby advantageously possible to provide
an enhanced call routing (or eCall routing), i.e. an opti-
mization based on data or pieces of information that are
available to the in-vehicle system and/or the vehicle.
Thereby, it is advantageously possible according to the
present invention to optimize not only the call routing (and
potentially avoid to use call center and/or service center
capacity and/or resources - especially in view of public
safety answering point resources - in cases or situations
where this is not necessary), but also the response time
in order to provide assistance to the emergency situation.
For example according to the present invention, an in-
vehicle system-based (or mobile device or user equip-
ment-based) eCall routing optimization is possible, en-

hance by local analysis and assessment of available cre-
dentials and configuration data available in the in-vehicle
system (or mobile device or user equipment) and accord-
ing to the conditions in which the eCall is initiated. Espe-
cially, the inventive method enables eCalls and voice
emergency calls to be routed to the most appropriate end
point capable to handle the call (i.e., for example, the
service call center, the most appropriate-PSAP (public
safety answering point) or any other eligible target). Es-
pecially, the in-vehicle system-based analysis to make a
routing decision is based on data from:

-- the USIM stored information (SIM Tool Kit or eU-
ICC) and/or
-- the in-vehicle system or mobile device itself (spe-
cially the in-vehicle system for eCall emergency
calls) and/or
-- additional in-vehicle system configuration data
provided (e.g. pre-configured in a static manner or
dynamically updated or provided) provided by differ-
ent sources such as, e.g., an automotive call center,
a server of the original equipment manufacturer (of
the vehicle), an OTA server (over the air server),
etc.) or by the local public land mobile network (or
telecommunications network) the in-vehicle system
or mobile device is connected (or attached) to.

According to the present invention, the inventive method
is especially based on local in-vehicle system-based (or
mobile device-based) mechanisms that are either run on
the USIM (or secure element of the in-vehicle system),
and/or especially on the in-vehicle system (or the mobile
device) autonomously from the mobile communication
network. Analysis and assessment of the credentials and
the configuration data are subject whether the system is
registered (or attached) to the mobile communication net-
work (or the corresponding access network) or in dor-
mant mode (i.e. not attached or connected or registered
to the mobile communication network). In case creden-
tials provided by the mobile communication network are
available, these shall be utilized locally without further
interaction with the mobile communication network. Es-
pecially, the method is based on the local assessment
of location, time, the in-vehicle system (or sensor data
of the in-vehicle system or of other parts of the vehicle)
and subscription values. Regarding the location, espe-
cially the longitude and latitude and/or direction values
(especially as contained in the MSD (minimum set of da-
ta)) are retained; furthermore, the PLMID (public land
mobile network identity) of the serving Network (if avail-
able) is used or can be used; and regarding the time (or
a time information), either the timestamp contained es-
pecially in the MSD, or the time when provided by the in-
vehicle system, or a time information if provided by the
serving network is retained; furthermore, the IMSI (inter-
national mobile subscriber number), MSIDN (mobile sub-
scriber ISDN number), and/or IMEI (international mobile
equipment identity) might be retained.
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In order to provide road users in need (or in an emergency
situation) with the best possible help or assistance, ac-
cording to the present invention, the best possible form
(or type) of communication (i.e. correct routing decision)
is taken or selected, especially depending on the oper-
ating condition (such as, e.g., the in-vehicle system being
either registered or dormant), the available credentials,
and the specific local and time requirements. These pos-
sible forms or types of communication (or placing a call)
may comprise (but are not limited to): a traditional voice
emergency call, an eCall (including NIS ERA GLONASS
eCall). Especially, the local requirements against which
the method performs an examination, are to be config-
ured at the point in time when assembling the in-vehicle
system and/or the USIM and/or eUICC and can be up-
dated by OTA (over the air) mechanisms.
[0017] According to the present invention, it is pre-
ferred that the regulatory mandated eCall is either an EU
standardized eCall emergency call or an ERA GLONASS
eCall emergency call, or a Third Party eCall.
[0018] Thereby, it is advantageously possible to place
a variety of different emergency call possibilities or types
of emergency calls.
[0019] According to a further embodiment of the
present invention, the assistance voice call can also be
enhanced by emergency related data, especially similar
data or data going beyond to eCall MSD data.
[0020] Thereby, it is advantageously possible accord-
ing to the present invention that further details or further
information are/is able to be transmitted when placing or
initiating an assistance voice call.
[0021] According to still a further embodiment of the
present invention, the initial detection of the emergency
situation, leading to the initial detection of the emergency
situation being or relating to an emergency situation of
the first type, is based on one or a plurality of the following:

-- an airbag being triggered,
-- an acceleration sensor indicating a linear or angu-
lar acceleration exceeding a certain threshold value,
-- a manually initiated ecall emergency call is trig-
gered,
-- location sensors detecting a location misalignment
to an emergency situation, especially inside a park-
ing garage and not on a motorway,
-- a car dashboard camera does not detect car crash,
-- a car radar sensors does not detect car crash.

[0022] According to the present invention, it is pre-
ferred that the initial detection of the emergency situation,
leading to the initial detection of the emergency situation
being or relating to an emergency situation of the second
type, is based on one or a plurality of the following:

-- a vehicle malfunction is detected,
-- an acceleration sensor indicating a linear or angu-
lar acceleration below a certain threshold value.

[0023] According to a further embodiment of the
present invention, the additional analysis of the emer-
gency situation, leading to initiating or performing a voice
emergency call or a assistance voice call to a dedicated
call center despite initially detecting an emergency situ-
ation of the first type, is based on one or a plurality of the
following pieces of information available to the in-vehicle
system:

-- the detected location of the in-vehicle system, es-
pecially the detected country where the in-vehicle
system is currently located,
-- the time of the day or time of the week when the
emergency call is to be initiated,
-- the availability of a specific access network or a
type of access network,

[0024] Thereby, it is advantageously possible accord-
ing to the present invention that an optimal emergency
call routing (in the sense of rather assuming an emer-
gency situation of the second type) can be performed
despite initially detecting (or having hints in the direction
of) an emergency situation of the first type.
[0025] According to the present invention, it is pre-
ferred that the additional analysis of the emergency sit-
uation, leading to initiating or performing a regulatory
mandated eCall emergency call or a voice emergency
call despite initially detecting an emergency situation of
the second type, is based on one or a plurality of the
following pieces of information available to the in-vehicle
system:

-- the detected location of the in-vehicle system, es-
pecially the detected country where the in-vehicle
system is currently located,
-- the time of the day or time of the week when the
emergency call is to be initiated,
-- the availability of a specific access network or a
type of access network.

[0026] According to the present invention, it is thereby
advantageously possible that an optimal emergency call
routing (in the sense of rather assuming an emergency
situation of the first type) can be performed despite ini-
tially detecting (or having hints in the direction of) an
emergency situation of the second type.
[0027] According to a further embodiment of the
present invention in case of a detected emergency situ-
ation requiring the emergency call - and during or after
the emergency call is initiated by the in-vehicle system -
at least one further emergency call is initiated by the in-
vehicle system,
wherein - in case that initially an emergency situation of
the first type is detected - the at least one further emer-
gency call is either a regulatory mandated eCall emer-
gency call or a voice emergency call, and wherein - in
case that initially an emergency situation of the second
type is detected - the at least one further emergency call
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is either a voice emergency call or a assistance voice
call to a predefined call center.
[0028] Thereby, it is advantageously possible accord-
ing to the present invention that - besides the (first) emer-
gency call being placed or initiated during the second
step of the inventive method - at least one further emer-
gency call is (additionally) initiated (or placed) by the in-
vehicle system, and thereby, at least potentially, enhanc-
ing the probability to get assistance fast(er) or to speed
up for the assistance to be given and/or to ensure that
the assistance can be given correctly or in a more effec-
tive or efficient manner.
[0029] According to the present invention, it is pre-
ferred that - in case that an eCall emergency call is pos-
sible but regulatorily not mandatory, and the call is initi-
ated as either a regulatory mandated eCall emergency
call, or as a voice emergency call - the decision to initiate
the emergency call is taken irrespective of whether the
in-vehicle system is registered to the mobile communi-
cation network or not permanently registered to the mo-
bile communication network.
[0030] According to the present invention, it is thereby
advantageously possible that the emergency call is able
to be placed independent from the state of registration
or attachment of the in-vehicle system with regard to the
mobile communication network, i.e. irrespective of
whether the in-vehicle system is in dormant state or in
connected (attached) state.
[0031] Furthermore, the present invention relates to an
in-vehicle system for an enhanced emergency call rout-
ing using an in-vehicle system in a country or a geograph-
ic region within a country being part of the coverage area
of a mobile communication network, the mobile commu-
nication network having an access network,
wherein - in case that an emergency situation is detected
by the in-vehicle system or communicated to the in-ve-
hicle system, requiring an emergency call - the in-vehicle
system is able to connect to the access network and to
initiate an emergency call by means of at least

-- initiating a regulatory mandated eCall emergency
call, the regulatory mandated eCall emergency call
using a emergency services number, being directed
to a public safety answering point, and having or car-
rying an emergency call indication, or
-- initiating a voice emergency call, the voice emer-
gency call using a emergency services number and
being directed to a public safety answering point, or
-- initiating a assistance voice call, the normal voice
call is directed to a predefined call center,

wherein the in-vehicle system is configured such that:

-- an initial detection of the emergency situation is
performed, wherein the initial detection of the emer-
gency situation either is or relates to an emergency
situation of a first type, generally necessitating or
triggering a regulatory mandated eCall emergency

call, or to an emergency situation of a second type,
generally necessitating or triggering a assistance
center call,
-- an additional analysis of the emergency situation
is performed based on pieces of information availa-
ble to the in-vehicle system, wherein - in case that
initially an emergency situation of the first type is
detected - either a voice emergency call or a assist-
ance voice call to a dedicated call centers is initiated
or performed by the in-vehicle system, and wherein
- in case that initially an emergency situation of the
second type is detected - either a regulatory man-
dated eCall emergency call or a voice emergency
call is initiated or performed by the in-vehicle system.

[0032] Thereby, it is advantageously possible that the
behavior of the in-vehicle system can be optimized, es-
pecially in view of providing assistance to the persons
related to the in-vehicle system in a more effective man-
ner by means of using locally (i.e. at the in-vehicle system
and/or at the vehicle) available information in order to
optimize the routing of the call or emergency call (or,
more generally, the reaction to a situation that might re-
quire an emergency call, or might be considered being
an emergency situation).
[0033] Furthermore, the present invention relates to a
user equipment being used in or in connection with a
vehicle, both the user equipment together with the vehicle
forming an in-vehicle system for an enhanced emergency
call routing using an in-vehicle system in a country or a
geographic region within a country being part of the cov-
erage area of a mobile communication network, the mo-
bile communication network having an access network,
wherein - in case that an emergency situation is detected
by the in-vehicle system or communicated to the in-ve-
hicle system, requiring an emergency call - the in-vehicle
system is able to connect to the access network and to
initiate an emergency call by means of at least

-- initiating a regulatory mandated eCall emergency
call, the regulatory mandated eCall emergency call
using a emergency services number, being directed
to a public safety answering point, and having or car-
rying an emergency call indication, or
-- initiating a voice emergency call, the voice emer-
gency call using a emergency services number and
being directed to a public safety answering point, or
-- initiating a assistance center call, the assistance
voice call is being a normal voice call directed to a
predefined call center,

wherein the in-vehicle system is configured such that:

-- an initial detection of the emergency situation is
performed, wherein the initial detection of the emer-
gency situation either is or relates to an emergency
situation of a first type, generally necessitating or
triggering a regulatory mandated eCall emergency
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call, or to an emergency situation of a second type,
generally necessitating or triggering a assistance
center call,
-- an additional analysis of the emergency situation
is performed based on pieces of information availa-
ble to the in-vehicle system, wherein - in case that
initially an emergency situation of the first type is
detected - either a voice emergency call or a assist-
ance voice call to a dedicated call center is initiated
or performed by the in-vehicle system, and wherein
- in case that initially an emergency situation of the
second type is detected - either a regulatory man-
dated eCall emergency call or a voice emergency
call is initiated or performed by the in-vehicle system.

[0034] Thereby, it is advantageously possible the be-
havior of the in-vehicle system can be optimized, espe-
cially in view of providing assistance to the persons re-
lated to the in-vehicle system in a more effective manner
by means of using locally (i.e. at the in-vehicle system
and/or at the vehicle) available information in order to
optimize the routing of the call or emergency call (or,
more generally, the reaction to a situation that might re-
quire an emergency call, or might be considered being
an emergency situation).
[0035] Additionally, the present invention relates to a
program comprising a computer readable program code
which, when executed on a computer or on an in-vehicle
system, causes the computer or the in-vehicle system to
perform the inventive method.
[0036] Still additionally, the present invention relates
to a computer program product for an enhanced emer-
gency call routing using an in-vehicle system in a country
or a geographic region within a country, the computer
program product comprising a computer program stored
on a storage medium, the computer program comprising
program code which, when executed on a computer or
on an in-vehicle system, causes the computer or the in-
vehicle system to perform the inventive method.
[0037] These and other characteristics, features and
advantages of the present invention will become appar-
ent from the following detailed description, taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings, which illus-
trate, by way of example, the principles of the invention.
The description is given for the sake of example only,
without limiting the scope of the invention. The reference
figures quoted below refer to the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0038] Figure 1 schematically illustrate an in-vehicle
system according to the present invention, being located
in a coverage area of a first mobile communication net-
work (of a first country or geographic area) and being
potentially moving towards the coverage area of a sec-
ond mobile communication network (of a second country
or geographic area).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0039] The present invention will be described with re-
spect to particular embodiments and with reference to
certain drawings but the invention is not limited thereto
but only by the claims. The drawings described are only
schematic and are nonlimiting. In the drawings, the size
of some of the elements may be exaggerated and not
drawn on scale for illustrative purposes.
[0040] Where an indefinite or definite article is used
when referring to a singular noun, e.g. "a", "an", "the",
this includes a plural of that noun unless something else
is specifically stated.
[0041] Furthermore, the terms first, second, third and
the like in the description and in the claims are used for
distinguishing between similar elements and not neces-
sarily for describing a sequential or chronological order.
It is to be understood that the terms so used are inter-
changeable under appropriate circumstances and that
the embodiments of the invention described herein are
capable of operation in other sequences than described
or illustrated herein.
[0042] In Figure 1, a mobile communication network
100 such as a public land mobile network is schematically
shown. Roughly, the mobile communication network 100
typically covers or intends to cover a country or geograph-
ic area. The mobile communication network 100 com-
prises an access network 110 and a core network 120.
The mobile communication network 100 typically com-
prises a plurality of network cells or radio cells, one of
which is only schematically represented in Figure 1, a
first radio cell 110’ (having a base station entity 111) as
part of the mobile communication network 100. The mo-
bile communication network 100 comprises an emergen-
cy handling instance or emergency handling node 150
assigned to the first country or geographic region, e.g. a
public safety answering point. Furthermore, the mobile
communication network 100 comprises or is able to con-
nect to a service provider instance or service provider
node 160 such as a call-center.
[0043] An in-vehicle system 20 is schematically
shown, in Figure 1, being located in the coverage area
of the mobile communication network 100 (as well as
being located in the country or geographical area and in
the coverage area of the radio cell 110’).
[0044] According to the present invention, a method
for an enhanced emergency call routing is proposed, us-
ing the in-vehicle system 20 in the country or geographic
region within the country being part of the coverage area
of the mobile communication network 100.
[0045] In case that an emergency situation is detected
by the in-vehicle system 20 (or communicated to the in-
vehicle system 20, e.g. from a sensor or sensor system
of the vehicle) that is requiring an emergency call, the in-
vehicle system 20 is able to connect to the access net-
work 110 and to initiate an emergency call. The emer-
gency call is initiated either as:
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-- a regulatory mandated eCall emergency call, the
regulatory mandated eCall emergency call using an
emergency services number, being directed to a
public safety answering point, and having or carrying
an emergency call indication, or
-- a voice emergency call, the voice emergency call
using a emergency services number and being di-
rected to a public safety answering point, or
-- an assistance voice call, the assistant voice call
being a normal voice call directed to a predefined
call-center which is responsible for the emergency
situation.

[0046] The inventive method comprises, in a first step,
an initial detection of the emergency situation, wherein
the initial detection of the emergency situation

-- either is or relates to an emergency situation of a
first (typically more serious) type, generally neces-
sitating or triggering a regulatory mandated eCall
emergency call,
-- or to an emergency situation of a second (typically
less serious) type, generally necessitating or trigger-
ing a assistance voice call to a dedicated call-center.

[0047] In a second step, the inventive method compris-
es performing an additional analysis of the emergency
situation, based on pieces of information available to the
in-vehicle system 20. According to the present invention,
the behavior of the in-vehicle system is optimized by
means of using locally (at the in-vehicle system and/or
at the vehicle) available information. Hence, in case that
the additional analysis of the emergency situation holds
that (despite the initial analysis indicating an emergency
situation of a certain type (of the two types of emergency
situations)) actually the emergency situation is rather of
the other type, then the emergency call type related (or
assigned or associated) to the other type of emergency
situation is initiated or invoked. This means that in case
that initially an emergency situation of the first type is
detected (and the additional analysis holds that actually
rather an emergency situation of the second type actually
is the case) then either a regulatory mandated voice
emergency call or a assistance voice call to a dedicated
call center is initiated or performed by the in-vehicle sys-
tem 20 (i.e. the emergency call type associated to the
second type emergency situation is performed). Like-
wise, in case that initially an emergency situation of the
second type is detected (and the additional analysis
holds that actually rather an emergency situation of the
first type actually is the case) then either a regulatory
mandated eCall emergency call or a regulatory mandat-
ed voice emergency call is initiated or performed by the
in-vehicle system 20 (i.e. the emergency call type asso-
ciated to the first type emergency situation is performed).
[0048] According to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention, an eCall is placed using emergency
number 112 (or similar) in a country in which eCall is not

obligatory. Thus there is no public safety answering point
that could handle this eCall but conventionally known
voice emergency calls are feasible. If the mobile equip-
ment (i.e. the in-vehicle system 20) is in dormant mode
(i.e. it is not registered in the mobile communication net-
work 100), in a first processing step, location data are
gained, typically from a global navigation satellite system,
and contained in the MSD (minimum set of data) is as-
sessed. The longitude and latitude values allow to identify
the country. In a second processing step, the PLMN ID
of the network taking the call can be used to verify the
location information and determine what type of emer-
gency call is feasible (traditional voice emergency call,
eCall) and handle the routing appropriately.
In practice the most appropriate routing will be dependent
from variables such as, e.g. time of day, region within the
country and others.
In this exemplary embodiment, the internal analysis and
assessment of the credentials/configuration data (within
the in-vehicle system 20) can be carried out with the in-
vehicle system 20 being

-- either in dormant mode (in dormant mode the in-
vehicle system 20 is not permanently registered to
the mobile communication network 100 but activated
only in case a call needs to be placed, e.g. in case
of an accident; in case of an accident, an in-vehicle
system 20 in dormant mode will try to register to a
network, i.e. in the considered case to the mobile
communication network 100; the routing configura-
tion/credentials of the network deployed, either fully
registered to the network or in limited service state
can be utilized to determine the behavior of the in-
vehicle system 20 (i.e. the correct routing of the call)
and so improve response time for people involved),
-- or in active state (i.e. registered to the network, i.e.
the mobile communication network 100). When be-
ing fully registered to a network or to the mobile com-
munication network 100 (i.e. in non-dormant (or ac-
tive or attached) mode), network-based credentials
like e.g. PLMN-ID and/or configuration data (from
local PLMN or home/network or manufacture con-
figuration server) can be utilized which in turn are
able to further improve / simplify the performance
(i.e. correct routing of the call).

[0049] Emergency call routing relevant creden-
tials/configuration data are available from the serving net-
work, especially the local PLMN (i.e. the mobile commu-
nication network 100) or from the configuration server of
the car manufacturer of the vehicle, such that, when reg-
istered to the network, the PLMNIDs are permanently
available, and, when in limited service mode, the PLM-
NIDs are available during registration attempt. Emergen-
cy call routing relevant credentials /configuration data
available from the car manufacturer (that are able to be
proprietary per car trademark, dynamic updated data,
etc.) might include:
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-- the type of collision (front, side, back, multiple...),
-- acceleration sensors or their sensor values (se-
verity of impact - e.g. parking damage, heavy im-
pact),
-- the seatbelt sensors or their sensor values: the
number of occupants in the car before a crash, the
number of occupants after crash (thrown out / exit-
ed),
-- the condition of emergency call components (e.g.
microphone, loudspeaker, camera),
-- a timestamp information such as: new/old acci-
dent.

Claims

1. Method for an enhanced emergency call routing us-
ing an in-vehicle system (20) in a country or a geo-
graphic region within a country being part of the cov-
erage area of a mobile communication network
(100), the mobile communication network (100) hav-
ing an access network (110),
wherein - in case that an emergency situation is de-
tected by the in-vehicle system (20) or communicat-
ed to the in-vehicle system (20), requiring an emer-
gency call - the in-vehicle system (20) is able to con-
nect to the access network (110) and to initiate an
emergency call by means of at least

-- initiating a regulatory mandated eCall emer-
gency call, the regulatory mandated eCall emer-
gency call using an emergency services
number, being directed to a public safety an-
swering point, and having or carrying an emer-
gency call indication, or
-- initiating a voice emergency call, the voice
emergency call using a emergency services
number and being directed to a public safety an-
swering point, or
-- initiating an assistance voice call, the assistant
voice call being a normal voice call directed to
a predefined call-center which is responsible for
the emergency situation,

wherein the method comprises the following steps:

-- in a first step, an initial detection of the emer-
gency situation is performed, wherein the initial
detection of the emergency situation either is or
relates to an emergency situation of a first type,
generally necessitating or triggering a regulatory
mandated eCall emergency call, or to an emer-
gency situation of a second type, generally ne-
cessitating or triggering a assistance voice call
to a dedicated call-center,
-- in a second step, subsequent to the first step,
an additional analysis of the emergency situa-
tion is performed based on pieces of information

available to the in-vehicle system (20), wherein
- in case that initially an emergency situation of
the first type is detected - either a regulatory
mandated voice emergency call or a assistance
voice call to a dedicated call center is initiated
or performed by the in-vehicle system (20), and
wherein - in case that initially an emergency sit-
uation of the second type is detected - either a
regulatory mandated eCall emergency call or a
regulatory mandated voice emergency call is in-
itiated or performed by the in-vehicle system
(20).

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the regulatory
mandated eCall is either an EU standardized eCall
emergency call or an ERA GLONASS eCall emer-
gency call, or a Third Party eCall.

3. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the assistance voice call can also be en-
hanced by emergency related data, especially sim-
ilar data or data going beyond to eCall MSD data.

4. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the initial detection of the emergency situa-
tion, leading to the initial detection of the emergency
situation being or relating to an emergency situation
of the first type, is based on one or a plurality of the
following:

-- an airbag being triggered,
-- an acceleration sensor indicating a linear or
angular acceleration exceeding a certain thresh-
old value,
-- a manually initiated ecall emergency call is
triggered,
-- location sensors detecting a location misalign-
ment to an emergency situation, especially in-
side a parking garage and not on a motorway,
-- a car dashboard camera does not detect car
crash,
-- a car radar sensors does not detect car crash.

5. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the initial detection of the emergency situa-
tion, leading to the initial detection of the emergency
situation being or relating to an emergency situation
of the second type, is based on one or a plurality of
the following:

-- a vehicle malfunction is detected,
-- an acceleration sensor indicating a linear or
angular acceleration below a certain threshold
value.

6. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the additional analysis of the emergency sit-
uation, leading to initiating or performing a voice
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emergency call or a assistance voice call to a dedi-
cated call center despite initially detecting an emer-
gency situation of the first type, is based on one or
a plurality of the following pieces of information avail-
able to the in-vehicle system (20):

-- the detected location of the in-vehicle system
(20), especially the detected country where the
in-vehicle system (20) is currently located,
-- the time of the day or time of the week when
the emergency call is to be initiated,
-- the availability of a specific access network
(110) or a type of access network (110),

7. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the additional analysis of the emergency sit-
uation, leading to initiating or performing a regulatory
mandated eCall emergency call or a voice emergen-
cy call despite initially detecting an emergency situ-
ation of the second type, is based on one or a plurality
of the following pieces of information available to the
in-vehicle system (20):

-- the detected location of the in-vehicle system
(20), especially the detected country where the
in-vehicle system (20) is currently located,
-- the time of the day or time of the week when
the emergency call is to be initiated,
-- the availability of a specific access network
(110) or a type of access network (110).

8. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein in case of a detected emergency situation
requiring the emergency call - and during or after the
emergency call is initiated by the in-vehicle system
(20) - at least one further emergency call is initiated
by the in-vehicle system (20),
wherein - in case that initially an emergency situation
of the first type is detected - the at least one further
emergency call is either a regulatory mandated eCall
emergency call or a voice emergency call, and
wherein - in case that initially an emergency situation
of the second type is detected - the at least one fur-
ther emergency call is either a voice emergency call
or a assistance voice call to a predefined call center.

9. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein - in case that an eCall emergency call is
possible but regulatorily not mandatory, and the call
is initiated as either a regulatory mandated eCall
emergency call, or as a voice emergency call - the
decision to initiate the emergency call is taken irre-
spective of whether the in-vehicle system (20) is reg-
istered to the mobile communication network (100)
or not permanently registered to the mobile commu-
nication network (100).

10. In-vehicle system (20) for an enhanced emergency

call routing using an in-vehicle system (20) in a coun-
try or a geographic region within a country being part
of the coverage area of a mobile communication net-
work (100), the mobile communication network (100)
having an access network (110), wherein - in case
that an emergency situation is detected by the in-
vehicle system (20) or communicated to the in-vehi-
cle system (20), requiring an emergency call - the
in-vehicle system (20) is able to connect to the ac-
cess network (110) and to initiate an emergency call
by means of at least

-- initiating a regulatory mandated eCall emer-
gency call, the regulatory mandated eCall emer-
gency call using a emergency services number,
being directed to a public safety answering point,
and having or carrying an emergency call indi-
cation, or
-- initiating a voice emergency call, the voice
emergency call using a emergency services
number and being directed to a public safety an-
swering point, or
-- initiating a assistance voice call, the normal
voice call is directed to a predefined call center,

wherein the in-vehicle system (20) is configured such
that:

-- an initial detection of the emergency situation
is performed, wherein the initial detection of the
emergency situation either is or relates to an
emergency situation of a first type, generally ne-
cessitating or triggering a regulatory mandated
eCall emergency call, or to an emergency situ-
ation of a second type, generally necessitating
or triggering a assistance center call,
-- an additional analysis of the emergency situ-
ation is performed based on pieces of informa-
tion available to the in-vehicle system (20),
wherein - in case that initially an emergency sit-
uation of the first type is detected - either a voice
emergency call or a assistance voice call to a
dedicated call centers is initiated or performed
by the in-vehicle system (20), and wherein - in
case that initially an emergency situation of the
second type is detected - either a regulatory
mandated eCall emergency call or a voice emer-
gency call is initiated or performed by the in-
vehicle system (20).

11. User equipment being used in or in connection with
a vehicle, both the user equipment together with the
vehicle forming an in-vehicle system (20) for an en-
hanced emergency call routing using an in-vehicle
system (20) in a country or a geographic region within
a country being part of the coverage area of a mobile
communication network (100), the mobile commu-
nication network (100) having an access network
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(110),
wherein - in case that an emergency situation is de-
tected by the in-vehicle system (20) or communicat-
ed to the in-vehicle system (20), requiring an emer-
gency call - the in-vehicle system (20) is able to con-
nect to the access network (110) and to initiate an
emergency call by means of at least

-- initiating a regulatory mandated eCall emer-
gency call, the regulatory mandated eCall emer-
gency call using a emergency services number,
being directed to a public safety answering point,
and having or carrying an emergency call indi-
cation, or
-- initiating a voice emergency call, the voice
emergency call using a emergency services
number and being directed to a public safety an-
swering point, or
-- initiating a assistance center call, the assist-
ance voice call is being a normal voice call di-
rected to a predefined call center,

wherein the in-vehicle system (20) is configured such
that:

-- an initial detection of the emergency situation
is performed, wherein the initial detection of the
emergency situation either is or relates to an
emergency situation of a first type, generally ne-
cessitating or triggering a regulatory mandated
eCall emergency call, or to an emergency situ-
ation of a second type, generally necessitating
or triggering a assistance center call,
-- an additional analysis of the emergency situ-
ation is performed based on pieces of informa-
tion available to the in-vehicle system (20),
wherein - in case that initially an emergency sit-
uation of the first type is detected - either a voice
emergency call or a assistance voice call to a
dedicated call center is initiated or performed by
the in-vehicle system (20), and wherein - in case
that initially an emergency situation of the sec-
ond type is detected - either a regulatory man-
dated eCall emergency call or a voice emergen-
cy call is initiated or performed by the in-vehicle
system (20).

12. Program comprising a computer readable program
code which, when executed on a computer or on an
in-vehicle system (20), causes the computer or the
in-vehicle system (20) to perform a method accord-
ing one of claims 1 to 8.

13. Computer program product for an enhanced emer-
gency call routing using an in-vehicle system (20) in
a country or a geographic region within a country,
the computer program product comprising a compu-
ter program stored on a storage medium, the com-

puter program comprising program code which,
when executed on a computer or on an in-vehicle
system (20), causes the computer or the in-vehicle
system (20) to perform a method according one of
claims 1 to 8.
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